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The Consumer Product Safety Database:
Frequently Asked Questions
In March 2011, consumers, governmental agencies,
and others will be able to submit reports of harm

How Does It Work?

involving consumer products to a public database

Consumers and others can log onto www.saferprod-

created by the Consumer Product Safety Commis-

ucts.gov and submit reports of harm about consumer

sion (“CPSC”). Manufacturers and private labelers will

products. They are asked to provide the CPSC with

receive copies of these reports and have an opportu-

basic information, including a description of the prod-

nity to comment on them and have those comments

uct, the identity of the manufacturer, and a descrip-

published on the database along with the report of

tion of the harm or risk of harm related to the use of

harm. The database, located at www.saferproducts.

the product. After they complete the information and

gov, will allow the public to search for and review

verify that they have reviewed the report and that the

reports on consumer products, as well as the com-

information is true and accurate to the best of their

ments that manufacturers or private labelers provide

knowledge, the report is submitted to the CPSC.

in response to those reports. The CPSC will also use
this data to assist in identifying potential product

The CPSC then will review the report to determine

hazards or safety concerns. As the CPSC prepares

whether it meets the minimum criteria for publication.

for implementation of this database, manufacturers

If so, the CPSC will post the report on the database 15

and private labelers should understand how it works

business days after submission. The CPSC will also

and prepare accordingly. Below are some common

forward, usually within five business days of submis-

questions and answers about the database.

sion, reports meeting the minimum criteria to the
manufacturer or private labeler for comment.
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The manufacturer or private labeler will thus have 10 busi-

them published simultaneously with the report of harm, it

ness days to comment if it wishes to have its comments

may have only 10 business days to act.

published simultaneously with the posting of the report.
Regardless of whether the manufacturer comments, the

Standard responses can be used to comment on reports,

CPSC will publish the report of harm 15 business days after

but all reports should be reviewed to see if a more detailed

submission, as long as the report meets the criteria for pub-

response is necessary. In some instances, the manufacturer

lication and the CPSC has not in those 15 days determined

may wish to attach photographs or instructions for consum-

that the report contains materially inaccurate information

ers to reference.

(which it is unlikely the CPSC will have done).
Manufacturers should also submit a specialized response
if a report contains materially inaccurate information. The

How Do Manufacturers Receive
Notification of Reports and Provide
Comments?

business portal will allow the manufacturer to inform the

Manufacturers and private labelers who are registered on

the report.

CPSC that it believes the report contains such information
and request expedited review of the claim. This may allow
the CPSC to resolve the inaccuracy before publication of

the business portal located at www.saferproducts.gov will
receive electronic notification of reports of harm. They can

vate labeler is not registered with the portal, notification will

How Does a Manufacturer or Private
Labeler Register with the Business
Portal?

come via regular U.S. mail to the principal place of business.

Manufacturers and private labelers can register at www.

also use the portal to respond to reports online and provide comments to be published on the public database
along with the consumer report. If a manufacturer or pri-

saferproducts.gov after reviewing and agreeing to the
Although the database will not be fully operational until

CPSC’s terms and conditions. The business portal allows

March 2011, a soft launch test period began January 24. If a

each firm to designate a primary contact, who will receive

manufacturer or private labeler registers with the business

the reports via email and who will have administrative rights

portal now, it will receive reports of harm from the CPSC and

on the account. The primary contact will choose a user-

can provide comments in response to those reports. This is

name and password and can designate additional users

an opportunity for manufacturers to participate in the “test-

to also have accounts. The primary contact can specify

ing” phase of the database and provide feedback to the

what privileges each user should have, including read-only

CPSC. Reports of harm and manufacturer comments sub-

access and commenting abilities. Additional users can also

mitted during this “soft launch” period will not be published

receive notices of reports via email if the primary contact

on the database.

so determines.

How Should Manufacturers Respond
to Reports?

What Are the Benefits of Registration?

Timing is key. Once a consumer submits a report that meets

CPSC to directly contact the primary contact for each manu-

the minimum criteria for publication, the CPSC will very

facturer, as well as any additional designated users, almost

likely post it 15 business days from the time of submission.

instantaneously, using email. Without this information, the

Because the CPSC can take up to five days to transmit a

CPSC would have to search other sources for the correct

report of harm, if the manufacturer has comments and wants

contact person and address. With only 10 business days to

Online registration for the business portal will allow the
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provide comments or report materially inaccurate information to the CPSC before a report is published, the additional
time received by electronic notification is very helpful to
manufacturers.

Can a Manufacturer or Private Labeler
Protect Confidential Information from
Publication?
Yes. The CPSC’s regulations allow a manufacturer or private

Is There Anything Else that
Manufacturers Should Do with Respect
to the Database?

labeler to designate portions of a report of harm as containing trade secrets or other confidential information. Timely
submission of such a designation can prevent publication of
the confidential information.

Manufacturers and private labelers should review their internal controls and consider ways to incorporate consumer
reports from saferproducts.gov into the other information
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they review as part of their consumer safety program. This
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includes examining consumer reports, along with other
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What If a Manufacturer or Private
Labeler Misses the Deadline to Submit
a Comment Before the CPSC Publishes a
Report of Harm?
Manufacturers and private labelers may still submit comments after the CPSC has posted a report of harm. As long
as the comment meets the CPSC’s basic requirements, the
CPSC will ordinarily post it. If the comment contends that the
report of harm is materially inaccurate, the CPSC will investigate. Although there is no deadline for the CPSC to complete its investigation, it must correct materially inaccurate
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information within seven days of determining that it is materially inaccurate.
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